Get up to speed quickly on the latest medical and legal issues with LexisNexis MedMal Navigator®.

Use this powerful tool to simplify complex and technical medical research with access to premier content all from a single, interactive dashboard. Rely on unmatched content and technology to...

- Access 1,600+ Elsevier® full-text medical journals
- Utilize 11K+ Netter medical images and illustrations
- Tap into a huge database of more than 375K expert witnesses
- Evaluate cases with the largest collection of over 1M verdicts & settlements*
- Determine the applicable standard of care with a unique, easy-to-use feature

Find out more

CALL 800.628.3612 OR VISIT LEXISNEXIS.COM/MASTERTHEMEDICINE
DEEPER MEDICAL AND LEGAL CONTENT, GREATER EFFICIENCY

**RESEARCH MEDICAL ISSUES**
Understand the medicine with premier, full-text medical journals from Elsevier, world leader in science and health information.

**1,600 FULL-TEXT MEDICAL JOURNALS**

**EARN POSITIVE ROI**
Combine the extensive research capabilities of Lexis Advance® with specific medical research resources.

**80%** of surveyed users believe MedMal Navigator PROVIDES A POSITIVE RETURN ON INVESTMENT†

**ASSESS CASE VALUE**
Value your case with access to **62% more** verdict and settlement documents than anyone else.*

**83%** of surveyed users agree that MedMal Navigator® provides attorneys the medical and legal RESEARCH THEY NEED TO HELP ACHIEVE POSITIVE OUTCOMES FOR CLIENTS‡

**RESEARCH MEDICAL ISSUES**
Access the largest collection of medical images—**75%** more than anyone else.*

**11K NETTER MEDICAL images and illustrations**

“Since subscribing to MedMal Navigator we have canceled other subscription services that are no longer necessary as the information is readily accessible through [MedMal] Navigator.”

—Sherri Morgan, Wharton Aldhizer & Weaver PLC

**#1 Surveyed users value the tool’s expert witness research the most‡**

**TAP EXPERT WITNESS DATA**
Solve expert witness research needs with data on more than 375K expert witnesses. Search by medical condition and jurisdiction, including past case involvement and background, to easily find the best experts for your case.

Experience the all-in-one medical and legal research tool that combines case facts with high-quality medical content for ease, speed and confidence.

---

*Comparison of legal research providers October 2016.
†Select Elsevier content is made available to the legal market only through MedMal Navigator.
‡Information is from third-party TechValidate® surveys conducted January 2017. TechValidate is a trusted third-party research organization that directly interfaces with business and technology end users to collect and validate information about their deployments. More information is available at techvalidate.com. Every unit of TechValidate content is stamped with a unique nine-digit identifier called a TVID for easy identification and verification.
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